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About This Game

Swipe right for Adventure...

Using a Tinder like mechanic, manage a party of personalities on epic (and goofy) quests. Swipe right on who you like. Swipe
left on who you don't. Watch out for liars and be careful how you spend your gold! Of course there's plenty of exciting

encounters along the way. Can you keep everyone happy while turning a nice profit? Make a name for yourself, in Questr!

Epic quests need Heroes who need each other...

Personality driven gameplay - Each randomly generated character is created out of over twenty different personality types, six
different races, six different occupations, and three different alignments. Some personalities get along. Some don't. It's up to

you to manage all this craziness and guide your party towards then end of your chosen story path.

Choose your map...

Four full 3D maps to choose from. Lush forests, dusty deserts, and icy valleys await!

Choose your Quest...

Twelve complete story paths to choose from. Each map holds three different story paths to choose from: "Homesick Dragons"
to "Real Dead Redemption"...
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Hilarious encounters...

Over thirty unique encounters. Each personality wants to deal with each encounter in a different way. Choose wisely and group
morale increases. Choose poorly and, well...

Swipe Right Today!
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Title: Questr
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Mutant Entertainment Studios
Publisher:
Mutant Entertainment Studios
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.5 Ghz Intel or AMD equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 730 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2500 MB available space

English
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When I try to load a song that I put into the files, the game crashes. I thought this could be addressed. It is an MP3 file.. I
RECOMMEND THIS GAME BECAUSE OF ITS BAD ENDINGS. The good endings were okay, full of fluff and comfort, but
the bad ones were startling beautiful. I've played numerous otomes before, but Steam Prison's exceeds 95 percent of them.
One actually reminded me of Merlin and Arthur in 513.... COMMENCE TO MONSTER RUBBIN. Cursed Sight is a very
bittersweet and touching experience. A mature story about friendship, love, war, selfishness and fate and, as life in general,
there's no "happy-ever-after ending".

Even though it's a bit short (you can finish all routes in four hours or less), the story really is worth your time.

There are only a few decisions during the game. However, each choice is heartbreaking and leads to a significantly different
ending.

A must buy if you are looking for a short, emotion filled story to cry to. And get yourself ready to cry a lot.

"Perfect endings only exist in fairy tales. There's no need to fear death." - Sasa. Stupid quick man lasers aside, this is an
awesome 8-bit style ninja gaiden / contra game!. It's a neat tech demo, but I dont think I'll play it again. Worth the $3 if you just
want to see it.. no sound !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Got it just for the Celica and McLaren, Seriously Kuno's needs to start dropping us
some Hot Hatch's or 80's\/90 Icons. Lotus Carlton? , Sierra\/Escort RS Cosworth? ,Lancia Delta Intergrale, Nissan Pulsar GTR?,
New Mini Cooper JCW?, Ford Focus RS(2000) ,Subaru Imprezza P1\/RB5\/22B, Mitsubishi Lancer II, Vauxhall\/Opel Astra
GTE , Pugeot 205\/309. Come on Kuno's deliver us some normal road cars and stop dropping GT\/Super\/Racing Cars.. needs
more players. I really enjoy short but regular sessions on Hyperun.
I just reached 500 kmph and it was really fun, hardcore, mesmerizing, especially as the speed sensation is really awesome.
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Get it now, thank me later. So I could not get this game or any of the samantha swift bundle to run on any laptops running
windows 8.1 or 8.1 pro...I finally got it to run on the only laptop left running windows 8. WHat was frustrating is that it would
say it was running and I could see it in task manager but nothing ever showed up. So far since I finally have it running on
windows 8 it is a decent little game with plenty of hidden objects and some storyline, nothing elaborate..kind of a jump from
here to there and find things and quick put this together...if you are looking for an elaborate and involved storyline and flow
with the hidden objects game then this is not it..it's more like hidden object everywhere and oh by the way yeah we need that to
propel the story forward...also the hidden objects are slightly lame because they will be like bust 1 and bust 2 all in all can't
complain for a decent discounted bundle except for the whole we don't support 8.1 would have been nice to know before
buying. Glad I still had a machine on an ealrier windows version.. too easy
the bots are stupid

our hero too strong
got all achievement easily. awesome, just awesome. Much respect to the dev for making it free. The statues are excellent and the
shadows and lighting make them so realistic. The lighting on the paintings and how they move with your movement add to the
realism. I feel like I'm in an actual museum, despite the plain empty feeling. In the future I hope it can expand. Imagine the
possibilities!. Great. Like a Telltale game, but with more impactful decisions. Only difference is that you have to make up the
graphics in your head...but I'm fine with that.. dosent work well. Abysmal PC port of the game. Where to begin:

- Precisely one graphics option, resolution.
- No option for AA.
- Terrible keybinding, and no mouse support.
- On that note all controls shown in game are gamepad.
- Despite the age and low quality graphics the game suffers stuttering on decent midrange card, Geforce 1060.

[EDIT: Oddly the game runs worse than other more recent Atelier games. I can run Mysterious Book without any such
stuttering. Same shameful port though, at least Mysterious Book has AA option.]

Great game. But unless you are playing with a gamepad I would avoid. Given how bad the port is the better option is probably to
get the PS4 or Switch versions if you own one.

Major updates!:
So the first couple patches of the new game architecture are now live, with much more on the way!

Disclaimer: it's a drastically different game, if you played the initial release where the main focus was on ship combat and
world map construction.

The main focus is on sidescroller / platformer style action, but don't worry! Vehicles will return...

Some of the basic character combat mechanics are built, and structure building / removing as well. You can also collect some
gems and throw them back at your enemies as grenades!

The next couple updates will fill out some of the HUD controls / icons / descriptions, and also add some more building
construction options, so it will actually start to feel like a real game!. Days and Nights and Salad Technology!:
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The basic economic engine is now re-integrated with the game, and there is a day / night cycle which uses the new lighting
system.

The first available structure is a fully automated vegetable growing salad bar!

The future is now?

More structures are on the way very soon, as well as a bit more polish on the interaction sounds and visual feedback.

Enjoy!. Rheksetor World Seed and Building Economy Update!:
Break terrain for resources.

Spend it on other structures! Yay!

MANY more structures coming soon...

. Paint with all the colors of your buildings!:

Just a small update today.. World Building Update!:
Ahoy!

The first major update is now live, and players can start using the new sector building functions in the world map. There's also a
brand new economic engine and new resources to collect.

The following is a summary of the changes included in the Feb 5th, 2018 update. There are many smaller elements which may
have been added, scrapped, or otherwise modified over course of development, but these are the broad strokes.

Future patch notes will likely move closer to being a more detailed account of smaller tweaks, fixes, and balance changes as the
game's larger features/functions are solidified.

At this stage, however, I believe it's more useful to talk about those larger scale things that are changing, rather than provide an
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exhaustive list of minor things.

V0762 Patch Notes:
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